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Dole to be
president?
By JULIE FOEGEN
Editor in Chief

Republican Sen. Robert Dole,
Kansas, expected to announce his
bid for 1988 presidential candidacy
in. October, found financial aid a
complicated issue in a public
meeting attended by about 300
people at Winona's St. Mary's College on Sept. 3.
Dole, making a brief stop in
Winona between visits to the Minnesota State Fair and Appleton,
Wis., said he was a product of
federal help. He went to college on
the G.I. Bill so he felt a certain
amount of favorable feelings
towards the system of aid to
students.
However, he did not feel the
government should receive all the
burden. "[The government] can't

Winonan photo by Sarah Tews

Republican Senator Bob Dole from Kansas, speaks at S
Col- nounce his bid for the 1988 presidential race in October. Other
lege, September 3. Dole stopped in Winona in between visits to the presidential hopefuls include Sen. Paul Simon, Ill.; Vice-President
Minnesota State Fair and Appleton Minnesota. He is expected to an- George Bush and Rev. Jesse Jackson.
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WSU beats UW-La Crosse
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Winona State expand, all mayor candidates agree
How to vote

By JULIE FOEGEN
Editor in Chief

Support for Winona State University's expansion is stressed by all five
Winona mayoral candidates competing in primaries on Sept. 22.
"Winona would be remiss in keeping a booming college campus, mak-

For an overview of
mayoral goals see page 2
ing a $43 million contribution to the
community, from expanding its boundaries," Candidate Torn Slaggie
said. "Winona State University is
either going to grow or diminish in
stature. What has to be looked at is
the impact of where and what.
"I would be in favor of jumping
across Huff St. for expansion and
feel Mark St. would be a great place
for dorms," Slaggie said.
Jerry Borzsykowski said he was all
for Winona State's expansion yet
doesn't like the idea of having to tear
down people's homes. "I hate to see
people evicted. A home is a home."

U to expand
pl ans in
progress
By JULIE FOEGEN
Editor in Chief

Architects may not be siting the
new Health and Applied Science
Building beyond Winona State
University borders, but university administrators still look outward for the
future.
On Aug. 6, President Thomas
Stark announced that the Health and
Applied Science Building, which will
house Winona State's new engineering program, nursing and other applied science programs, would not
be built to the north of Pasteur Hall,
between Washington and Winona
Streets.
The development of that site would
have meant buying six properties.
The Minnesota Historical Society
found three of these properties, 203
West Wabasha, 204 West Sanborn
and 212 Woct Sanborn, "of particular historic interest."
If the houses were determined to
be of historical value, Winona State
probably would not have suc-

* If you've lived in Winona before (last year, year before) you wouldn't have had
to be here by Sept. 1.
* If you're a new student you must have been living in Winona by Sept. 1. (20 day
before the election)
* If you can prove you're eligible to vote you can vouch for anyone else that you knot ,
* All polling places should have a list of the students living both on and off campus
at all three colleges. If you're on the list you only need an I.D. to register.
* Students can register with a student 1. D. and either a fee statement listing their
urrent address or a local driver's license.
* Registration can be done at polling place
He believes expansion should be
He's also suggested setting up a
farther south and perhaps the area campus similar to the one in
where the athletic field is could be Mankato. "Mankato had the same
used for further non-athletic develop- sort of situation, a downtown camment. "Athletics are not as important pus. So they moved part of it to the
as other curriculars," Borzsykowski top of the hill." He feels. Winona
said. State should look forward to

No room for kids

something like that for future growth.
If Winona State expands in other
directions it should include the
neighbors in the process, Susan
Edel said. "That way they will buy into those issues, they won't have to
be sold."

She said she is pleased with the
compromise that took place with the
Health and Applied Sciences
building placement. "Winona State
has achieved what it needs and
wants, yet has not taken the historic
homes. Both sides have come out
with what they want."
Candidate Larry Wood believes
Winona State should be able to expand as much as it needs to.
"Winona State isn't asking for that
much. They need the land. How far
can you take the historic?" Wood
said. "I'm for progress. Without that
we won't grow."
Candidate Chuck Tremain, also
believes expansion is a good idea.
"As a representative of citizens in the
third ward, I have heard no concern
expressed in getting the
neighborhood (for the expansion). I
unequivocally support the
expansion.
"The university is extremely important to our community. The
students themselves are very important," Tremain said. "That can't be
stressed enough.
71

By JACKIE COSTA
News Editor

Day care will be delayed until spring when Winona State University
tentatively plans to bring a portable facility to campus.
Originally, a child care facilty was to be housed on the second floor
of Phelps-Howell Hall. But a second level facility won't work and costs
too much to make work.
John Burros, director of facilities management, explained a spot on
the second floor requires modifications to meet the current Uniform
Building Code. Such renovations include installing an automatic
sprinkler system, new ventilation and emergency exits with direct
passage to outdoor ground level. "It's too complicated and too costly
to keep it in Howell," he said.
Remodeling the rooms would cost about $112,200. But it is a priority
of the university to have this kind of program. In 1984 Winona State
conducted a survey and found that 40 students and 30 employees needed the service. The survey has not been updated since.
Since revision costs exceed the $50,000-75,000 allocation, a temporary building is being considered and is presently the only feasible
option according to Linda Bobo, student senate vice president, who
has been working on the issue since last May.
Funding for a day care facility was appropriated into the university's
operational budget or the Maintenance and Equipment account by the
Minnesota State Legislature said the business manager, Jerry Varner.
Elly Colapietro, affirmative action officer, said the alloted money has
to be shared with other projects on campus, though. Varner added the
amount should carry over arid there is no time limit on when the money
can be spent.
Bobo said there was no other option right now because no matter
what site was chosen some other facility would lose space. The
moveable day care building or modular costs between $20,000-50,000
See Day Care page 9

Winonan Photo By Tim Jacobsen

Because of a lack of funding, Winona State cannot afford a daycare

program this fall. The tentative opening date for the center is
sometime in the spring of 1988.
•
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Winona mayor candidates express primary goa

Chuck Tremain
- PRIMARY GOAL:
Feels elected officials must be accessible to citzens and accountable to the community and its
, citizens.

Dole

Continued from page 1
subsidize all grants, but for those
with no recourse, you've got to provide funds for them," Dole said.
"We have to find what the limits are
and where we can go."
He suggested one way to solve
the financial problem would be to
encourage parents, through savings plans and certain tax breaks,
to make sure they can provide for
their children's higher education.
"The government can't do it all."
Dole also said each student's
case is different and will have to be
considered separately.
Another issue Dole discussed
was the deficit. The government
should not expect to continue increasing the deficit Dole said.
"[Americans] better demand
whoever they vote for to do
something about the deficit. We
have a $2.4 trillion debt with $200

Susan Edel

Larry Wood

Jerry Borzsykowski

PRIMARY GOAL:

PRIMARY GOAL:

The downtown is a great concern
to Winona citizens and is one of
her major issues.Downtown
Winona isn't going to look as it
did 20 years ago, Edel said, it will
be vital and alive.

PRIMARY GOAL:

Getting an 18-hole public golf
course and swimming pool for
Winona.

billion a year in interest," Dole said.
"The biggest threat is what we are
doing to ourselves and future
generations. Some day we will
want to collect on the credit card."
To aid the demolition of the
deficit Dole proposed a plan that he
carried through in the Senate. He
froze the cost of living adjustment
for one year and terminated 12 to
13 programs. He said $32 billion
was saved.
Dole also voiced his support for
the nomination of Bork for
Supreme Court justice. Dole
believes Bork is well qualified and
possesses strong jurist strength.
"Bork will interpret what Congress
does but he doesn't want to be a
legislator," Dole said.
Dole doesn't want to be a
legislator either. He'd like a place
in the oval office. "Winning is what
it's all about. Providing leadership
and experience in Congress is
too."

Wants to get businesses in
downtown and get a swimming
pool.

,\\14

PRIMARY GOAL:

To focus on economic aevelopment. He wants to enhance the
city and the city's tax base.
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of our award winning
newspaper every Wednesday
morning.
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Survey shows students
annoyed, scared, upset
By JACKIE COSTA
News Editor

"The instructor asserted that a particular woman's behavior was
because she was a female and females should not be placed in positions of authority."

Winonan photo by Lynn Skelton

Mary Kocina, elementary education major, and
Teri Tyson, physical therapy major, are lust two
freshmen who live at the Westgate Motel, on Sar-

nia and Hwy. 61, because of a drastic shortage
of campus housing for Winona State students.

Westgate now houses college students
By JOAN HOPP
Staff Writer

Some Winona State University
students live on-campus, some live
off-campus and some live way off
campus. This fall another site has
been designated for student
quarters.
Approximately 44 rooms have
become available at the Westgate

Housing at the motel is leased
Motel. This includes 11 onebedroom apartments, six studio similar to an apartment. Leases run
apartments and seven sleeping from Sept. 1—June 30 and a
rooms.
deposit of one month's rent Is reAll rooms are completely furnish- quired. Rent ranges from
ed and, with the exception of the $139-175 per month, depending
sleeping rooms, include kitchens. on the type of room rented.
As of August 25, 43 people signed Maintenance service is provided
leases, leaving space for only
See Westgate page 9,
more.

Comments like these came from respondents who filled out an
anonymous harassment survey issued last winter by a Winona State
University professor and student.
433 of the 1,160 surveys came back to management marketing professor Judy Gernander and her research assistant Joe Bishop by Jan.
31, 1987. They found incidents of harassment and potential for university liability.
There were no reports of actual or attempted rape by persons in
authority, but 22 percent of the females and 10 percent of the males
were subjected to verbal acts. The most frequently reported acts were
verbal harassment, followed by gestural/verbal, with physical contact
being the least reported.
The survey grouped harassment acts in three categories: "verbal
acts" which include teasing, jokes and pressure for dates; "gestural/verbal acts" which include sexual calls or letters and sexual looks or
gestures and "physical contact acts" which include touching, pinching,
pressure for sexual favors and actual or attempted rape.
"In all categories reports of females outnumbered males by a two
to one ratio," the survey stated.
Respondents included male and female students, faculty and staff.
Gernander said one conclusion that could be drawn is that people
who have been subjected to harassment "are annoyed, scared and
upset, and that includes students and faculty alike."
Research from bigger universities shows incidents of harassment and
Gernander said she expected to see it at Winona State too. "We didn't
set out to prove there were such [incidents], we set out to find out. We
had an inkling that unless Winona State was radically different from
other schools who'd done the survey, there'd probably be some showing up."
Charles Sorensen, vice president of academic affairs, said, "It's absolutely reprehensible that this goes on. Whenever you have power relationships it's going to go on. We know that from studies across the country. We take it seriously and don't tolerate it."
He said it's a sensitive, societal issue and if people are educated properly they won't be afraid to come forward. The affirmative action office has a non-threatening and positive image.
The survey recommends education and developing a better relationship with the counseling center to combat the problem.
"Somehow we're going to have to get at changing attitudes plus
motiving what people do when there is a problem," Gernander said.
The attitudinal change can be incorporated into any required course,
she said, and the administration should strongly suggest that action
to the particular department.
Sorensen said the project was done as a research project and the
university didn't ask for it, but it would have. He said it would be hard
to provide information in classes because faculty members don't like
to give up class time. But he does think that through the dorms and
the student senate many ways can be thought of to reach students.
He said the subtle and overt actions of harassment will be handled
with a new plan. According to Sorensen, this plan involves Elly Colapietro, affirmative action officer. She has increased her hours, will
speak to any student group that requests it, has a brochure prepared,
will work with residence hall directors, has tightened up reporting lines
between the counseling center and the affirmative action office and
plans to bring in various speakers.
Colapietro said her office is starting to develop a good relationship
with the counseling center—something the survey suggested.
"The counseling center handles complaints of sexual harassment
as they would any other counseling matter...[it] does not apprise the
affirmative action office of incidents..." Their reason for failing to report
such incidents is a belief that this will violate confidentiality. This belief
is unfounded and creates a potential for university liability.
See Harassment page 9

Winona Campus Life denied access to area colleges
By JULIE FOEGEN
Editor in Chief

All agree the original idea behind
Winona Campus Life was good.

A newspaper allowing mass
communication students a chance
to see their work published and giving publicity to area institutions of
higher learning was and is a
valuable learning tool.
However, frustrations with inaccuracies, tone and lack of participation led to the decisions by St.
Mary's College and the College of
St. Teresa to no longer cooperate
with Winona Campus Life
reporters.
A letter addressed to Campus
Life Publisher, John Vivian, at the
beginning of September stated,
"We have told our administration
and faculty not to cooperate [with
Campus Life reporters]," Tim Bur-

chill, St. Mary's vice president for
institutional advancement, said.
The College of St. Teresa sent a
similar letter dated Sept. 2. John
Kivimaki, St. Teresa's director of
development, was not sure how the
dean would handle it but hoped
Winona Campus Life would be cut
off of all news letters and news
release lists and that taculty, administration and students would be
advised not to cooperate with Campus Life.

Burchill explained that there are
two main factors behind St. Mary's
decision. One is that St. Mary's
journalism program has expanded,
creating less need for their
students to participate. Originally
St. Mary's journalism students did
participate but Burchill said it's a
hinderance for St. Mary's students,
who are on a semester system, to
take classes at Winona State,

which is on a quarter system.
The second reason also deals
with the issue of participation. "We
didn't want to stick with a
newspaper whose masthead says
it covers four colleges but is truly
and always was a Winona State
vehicle," Burchill said.
Kivimaki echoed Burchill's sentiments and added a few of his
own. "There are typos and poor
sentence construction
everywhere."
Both Burchill and Kivimaki said
they believed the problem dealt
with more than just typographical
errors, though.
Kivimaki commented on the
paper's tone. "The tone of Campus
Life is that private higher education
is not good. We work very hard to
create a positive image and the
paper seems to ensure that we will
not [have that image.]"

According to the paper's
masthead, it covers Winona State
University, St. Mary's College, the
Winona Technical Institute and the
College of St. Teresa.
The Winona Technical Institute
has not withdrawn its participation,
yet Director of Communication and
Marketing, Ted Wyman, said it certainly agrees with the other
institutions.
Wyman said the errors found in
Campus Life were relatively minor.
"The frailties and inexperienced
journalistic efforts manifest
themselves in the product,"
Wyman said. This takes such
forms as dated material, misinformation and false or distorted information. "These things are irritating
at the time but you eventually get
over them."
Wyman believes the more
serious problem is the time Cam-

pus Life reporters demand of the

administration. He said he tries to
cooperate but has had six phone
calls in one day announcing given
assignments. Then, after the time
is taken and tons of information
given, the story has just been for
classroom work, not publication.
"Articles should be directly intended for an edition to be printed
in the near future," Wyman said.
"We realize that some stories are
longer range and can't be printed
in the very next issue, but we resent being used as a lab for
another institution.
"We have not reached the point
that we are insensed with Campus
Life, but we certainly agree with the
other institutions," Wyman said.
See Campus Life page 9
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Editorial Board
Julie Foegen
Editor in Chief

Jackie Costa
News Editor

Dave Pulk
Columnist

It's a matter of reputation
There are probably more than a few who simply read the headline,
"Winona Campus Life loses cooperation of area colleges" on page three
and immediately shook their heads and said, "Yup, those Winonan
editors just won't leave Winona Campus Life alone. A new year is starting, but the old `fued' continues."

It's no longer just a "fued," if it ever was to begin with. The reputation of every mass communication major that comes out of this university is at stake and that's something that must be addressed.
Education majors, what would you do if area schools refused to let
you student teach because of a situation you had no control over? Nursing majors, what would happen if you were doing your best, knew
mistakes were being made regardless of your efforts, but couldn't do
anything about it?
When other institutions believe the publication mass communicators
work on for our supposed educational experience is something so bad
they can no longer cooperate, there's something wrong.
There are mistakes being made. There are stories being written that
don't come out until six months later. There are quotes appearing where
they shouldn't.
The mistakes for the most part belong to the students. But we are
students, trying to learn and not completely understanding what must
be done. Tim Burchill, St. Mary's College vice president for institutional
advancement, said they stuck with Campus Life for so long because
they didn't want to deny the students the potential for learning.
Winona State isn't the only party to blame in this situation, however.
All news cannot and should not be only the bright and sunny side of
issues. That's not realistic and that's not the purpose of news. Right
or wrong, St. Mary's and the College of St. Teresa didn't always
acknowledge that fact, which is understandable. No one really wants
to hear the bad things that occur, but sometimes it's necessary.
Winona Campus Life was and is a good idea. It shouldn't die but it
needs work, input from students and faculty and change.

Free Parking A Right?

Puny stands lose fans

To the Editor:

Went to the game Saturday.
It was fun.
Saw tons of people I haven't seen in a long time—summer vacation,
ya know.
There was only one problem, I had to stand for all four quarters. - It's
not my feet or legs that are the problem, it's the stadium or should I
say prison yard?
We're looking at a fundamental principle here. Students aren't only
academically inclined, they've got athletic ability, too. What better way
to recruit the runners and the ball players than to beef up Winona State
University's stadium now.
It's second priority on the capital improvement list, after the Health
and Applied Science building,and rightly so. The Legislature better get
that money to us soon because we've got the worst facility in the state
university system.
It doesn't even measure up to a university field. Some high school
fields are bigger and better. With a new sports complex, more fans could
attend. Ample seating is an open invitation to a game, and we need
the support.
With a new sports complex, the track team could practice nearby.
How many university track teams do you know that practice on a high
school track? Well, in Winona, the high school has a better stadium
than the university.
One other needed correction—a paint job. Grey is never nice. Not
nice on a news page, not nice on your mother's head and not nice on
the field walls.
The present facility doesn't flip our scoreboard switch. It bloody turns
athletes off. Here comes the next Walter Payton or Mary Decker on
a tour, and before you can say NAIA, one of them asks, right as they're
standing in the middle of the present facility, "Where's the stadium
where you play the games?"
Undoubtly, a new track stadium complex requires a lot of bucks. But
it's easier to get the financial backing if you have a working plan.
Winona State could save steps and money if it would begin a contest. University Relations could issue a news release to schools like
Massachusetts Institute of Technology or Milwaukee School of Engineering,for example, announcing an architectural contest to design a stadium
and, before you know it, Winona State has dozens of choices. Student
engineers are as good as professionals. They've got the eye of the tiger,
the enthusiasm and the incentive. For a cash award of perhaps $150
and a terrific resume item, the winner can say he or she designed a
complex that is actually going to be built.
The complex would be designed and we wouldn't have to hire an ,
expensive engineer to do it. Now what legislator would deny that saying a crucial step such as that wouldn't be good for the state? Afterall,
in the end who benefits most but the university? We get more students
and they get more recognition for being the brain power state with great
athletes.

Reader's View
In the April 15, 1987 issue of
the Winonan appeared a letter by
a Mr. Jerome Christenson entitled, "If You Want to Park, You
Gotta Pay Folks."
Mr. Christenson, I find a few
small points in your letter with
which I agree, but certainly not
the main point. Free parking, like
it or not, is a big selling point for
attending Winona State
University.
In today's society cars come as
standard equipment for most
humans over age 16. In the upper
midwest this is rightfully so,
because the population is so
spread out that when you want to
do anything, often you must drive
20 or 30 miles.
I am glad for the opportunity to
attend college, but at the same
time, I feel Winona State is no better or worse academically than
any other state university. So, this
leaves one to consider other

points like the town itself, housing
availability, and of course, where
to park the car.
You did say, Mr. Christenson,
that we have too many parking
lots already.
I don't think so. If this university grows at all, the current number
will not suffice.
You are right about parking
"lots" wasting space. Indeed we
should soon start to construct
parking "ramps" on all of them.
Four or five level structures would
do nicely. This is no more radical
a proposal than closing most of
the streets on campus, which has
been proposed and would be the
mistake of the century!
True, if we build ramps the
money has to come from
somewhere. This is another point
on which I agree, paying and having a permit. But if I pay for a parking permit I had better see it go
for parking facility improvements.
Some lights on the remote lot
by the tracks would be a good
start. Then more of us dorm
dwellers would park our cars

there as you suggest. I'm not
about to leave my Ford sit in cornplete darkness.
You said, Mr. Christenson that
we should put parking permit
money into books for our library.
There are already more books on
those shelves than you or I will
ever read.
I do not feel a book shortage to
be a problem of our library, but
whatever problems our library
faces should not be solved with
parking proceeds in the face of a
parking shortage.
Cars are not a privilege for the
upper class. They are a necessity for the common masses, a
"right"which gives us freedom
and increases our productivity.
Let us keep it that way.

Ted Posthumus
Winona State University
student

The Winonan is written, edited, managed, financed, composed and published by and for the
students of Winona State University.
The Winonan generates 70 percent of its income through advertising sales. The remaining 30 percent is provided by student activity fees.
The Winonan reserves the right to request verification of the facts from letters written and sent
to it for publication.
Deadline for all ad copy is Thursday 5 p.m. prior to the week of publication. Deadline for all letters
is Friday at noon prior to the week of publication.
Subscriptions are available from the business manager at a rate of $15 annually (29 issues) or
$6 per quarter. Address all correspondence to: The Winonan, Kryzsko Commons, Winona State
University, Winona, MN 55987. Phone 507-457-5119.
The Winonan is a member of, and rated by, the Associated Collegiate Press with the honor rating
of All American. The Winonan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper by the Minnesota Newspaper Association, the American Scholastic Press Association and the Society of Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi.
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Commentary
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Off the Wall
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By
Dave Pulk

Got a gripe?
Write a letter
Hi, my name's Dave. Come here often?
I knew that sounds like a line, but I do hope you come to read
the ' V' inonan and this column often this year.
T',e Winonan has some pretty well defined goals, like keeping you
inf irmed on issues and events on campus, in the community and
,1 happenings elsewhere that affect your education.
As for me, I don't have the faintest idea what 1'11 be doing to fill
this space. One advantage of being a columnist is I can take any
little thing that ticks me off and rave about it to my heart's content.
Or, I can make something I like sound like the greatest innovation
since they turned the toilet water blue.
I asked the last guy who filled this space what sage advice he had
for me. I figured since he had an award-winning two years at the
job, he could maybe pass "the big secret" on to me. His pearl of
wisdom was, "Make sure it pertains to your fellow students."
Although it didn't sound like much, the more I thought about it,
the more sense it made. So I guess I'll be hanging around campus
with eyes and ears open this year, commenting on what I see and
hear.
Of course with students here from such far flung corners of the
globe as Wisconsin and Illinois, what interests one student may bore
another silly. Similarly, something I think is interesting may send all
of you to "Snooze City."
Which brings me to one point I would like to make. This editorial
page has all sorts of space reserved for your letters. If something
I say upsets or insults you, write a letter to the editor. If I completely
miss the mark on a topic, don't bad mouth me on restroom walls,
write a letter.
I'm sure that goes for everyone else at the Winonan. If you disagree
with an editorial stand, write a letter. If you think a Winonan reporter
has done an injustice, write a letter. If something around campus
or around the world is bugging you, write a letter.
Even if its something like they ran six weeks of "Jeopardy" reruns
this summer, get it off your chest and, you guessed .tt, write a letter:
'Nuff said.
Moving on....
The sign-up deadline for student senators is Thursday. They need
some candidates for at-large seats and because response was so
dismal last spring, they also need some more juniors to run.
The student senate spends a lot of the money you just paid in fees,
and they represent the student body on all sorts of issues locally
and at the state level. Strong student involvement is important.
The senate office is in the basement of Kryzsko Commons and
there are always people there with more intormation.
One last note.
The university officials who get paid to figure these things out say
we'll be spending $18.6 million around town this year. I don't know
what that comes out to per student but if any of you have any trouble spending enough to keep up your end, write ME a letter. Maybe
I can help.
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Reader's View
Where T o Find
MSUSA
_

To the Editor:

Hello and welcome (back) to
Winona State! My name is Andrea
Schmidt and I'm Winona State's
MSUSA representative for this
year.
You can find me and information about MSUSA in the student
senate office, located in the
Smaug in Kryzsko Commons.
If you have questions about
issues facing students, who your
state representatives are or how
and where to contact them,
please stop by or give me a call
at 457-5517 and I'll help you obtain the facts you need. There is
also an information board located
in the Smaug where MSUSA
news will be posted.
Remember, our state
legislators are there to serve us,
and for them to be able to do that
effectively, they need to hear our
concerns.
Upset about financial aid this
year? Pick up a pen and write
your local legislator a letter. The
more mail they get, the harder
they listen.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Andrea M. Schmidt

Concerned?
See Senate
To the Editor:

I would like to take this time to
welcome all the incoming
freshmen and returning and
transfer students.

-

One of my jobs as student
senate president is to keep you
aware and informed of changes
that happen on campus, that in
some direct or indirect way affects
students. One of our goals is to do
just this. I have had the pleasure
of meeting with many of you this
past week and we are dealing
with the concerns.
Some of the concerns mentioned are:
1. Education majors who cannot
get the classes they need to
graduate.
2. The non-traditional students
who cannot find rides to commute
back and forth from Rochester.
3. The shortage of parking space.
4. The library needs to be updated
in accordance with the increase
in students attending Winona
State.
If you are concerned with these
or other matters, please bring it to
our attention so we can pool information together. In this administration the Is turn into we's
and the we's are working together
to accomplish the goals.
Winona State University is one
of the few universities where the
administrative personnel work
closely with the student senate.
The student senate is in constant
contact with President Thomas
Stark and Dr. John Kane, vice
president of Student Affairs. With
this type of communication the
students will be well served.
The faculty senate this year is
led by Rod Henry. He is a long
time colleague of this university
and a big asset to the faculty. We
look forward to working with Mr.

Henry. I have appreciated his
dedication to students and faculty relations.
A big part of college is the
education you receive. Education
is not only obtained by classes
and books but also by getting involved in campus organizations.
I ask that you become involved.
Pick a club that fits your interests
and join it.
You can get a list of clubs in
the ASO office located in the
Housing Office, second floor,
Kryzsko Commons.
Education is one thing that cannot be taken away from you. Obtain it and cherish it with great
dignity and pride.
If you have a concern or problem on campus we ask that you
bring it to our attention. Complaining to the four walls of your room
does not do any good. To combat
a conflict is to meet it head on.
The student senate is working
together to work for you.
To become part of the productive team, stop by our office. Applications are being accepted
through 3 p.m., Sept. 17.
We look forward to meeting you
and hearing your comments or
concerns.

Thank you.
Jim Traeger
President Student Senate

Official Little Anywhere, Anytime Student Emergency Wonder Fact Card-11
By PETER BREMER
Attention Students!
I know you're out there.
Now that I've got your attention I'd like to share some information with you, some
facts and figures which could be of service. But hold it. What exactly is information?
There's certainly a lot of it around.
Information is merely a jumble of facts until a person decides that information is
important to him or her. Importance is usually measured by the degree that something
is seen as having an effect or a possible effect on a person. When information attains
a level of extreme personal necessity, it is then that it becomes ESSENTIAL.
- Such is the nature of the information I am about to share with you. Okay, so some
of it isn't all that ESSENTIAL. Nevertheless, some of it may be useful, if not downright interesting.

The number of bathrooms in Sheehan: 26
In the whole campus: 148
The number of steps at the front of Somsen Hall: 17
The mayor of Winona until November: Earl Laufenberger
Number of $8,100 kiosks on campus: 1
Number of books in Maxwell Library: Approximately 246,000
President of student senate: Jim Traeger
When and where student senate meetings are held: Wednesdays, 4 p.m., Purple

1

Rooms in Kryzsko Commons

Where to vote in local, state and national elections if you live on campus: First

floor Minne

Heartbeat of a 4.3 minutes late student as he/she ascends the stairs to the third
floor of Minne for a class: Around 300 beats per minute
Three thousand mixed berry Yoplaits and one skim milk from the Smaug costs:

I don't know
Please cut out along perforation and laminate.
■•••lIl
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Old hall,
new face
By PETER BREMER
Staff Writer

If all goes well, noisy jackhammers won't be bothering
classrooms and offices in Winona
State University's Somsen Hall for
much longer. The $6 million
restoration project may beat the
deadline of August 1988 and may
do it under budget.
According to John Burros, director of facilities management, the
project will be on budget or slightly under and the renovation, being
done by the Schwab Company,
may be completed as early as June
1988. At present, 76 percent of the
budget has been expended.
The project first began last summer after a two month delay due to
asbestos removal.
Burros said, "Progress is owed
to a well conceived set of plans."
He gave credit to well- thought out
architechtural plans and scheduling as reasons why the project is
ahead in both respects.
Third floor is completed and
some faculty are finally moved into their permanent offices, but
there is still more to be done.
What remains is on the first and
second floor. On the first level, the
north wing needs work and the
auditorium and academic computer center on the second floor
are still in need of polishing.
King St., which has been closed
to campus traffic and used as a
storage area for supplies, may be
opened for traffic by the first of the
year. Materials can then be stored
in the Somsen auditorium.

Sen. Simon says education is tops
By JULIE FOEGEN
billion in such tons. He also mainOliver North is not a hero. tained an all -out attack on adult ilTeachers not arms should be sent literacy many hearings and
to aid Central America. Education funding through the Library Sershould be a number one priority. vices and Constitution Act.
These are a few of the opinions
On Central American peace,
1988 Democratic Presidential Can- Simon said her husband believes
didate Paul Simon holds said his they should be aole to work out
wife Jeanne who made a campaign their own problems and that
stop in support of her husband at teachers not arms should be sent
to these countries.
Winona's airport in August.
When asked what her husband's
Simon will also take a good firm
main focus was she mentioned look at the farm program. Already
education, eliminating arms, he has sponsored legislation that
Midwestern problems and creating would encourage the use of corn
military peace in Central America. ethanol in gasoline, creating a new
Winona was Jeanne's sixth cam- market for farmers. Simon also
paign tour stop in support of her supports other uses of crops and
husband.
farmland research programs, inIn education, Simon said her cluding the use L:f corn as a
husband served on the education sweetener and as an ingredient in
committee and has always given biodegradable plastics.
minorities and disabled students
He has served on the U.S.
support. "Once you get a program Senate since 1984.
make sure you keep getting the
Simon believes that people are
funds for it," Simon said.
looking for a candidate with integriSimon supports expanded stu- ty, honesty and clear goals. She
dent loan programs and fought believes her husband is that
Reagan's attempts to cut $4.1 candidate.

Editor in Chief

Before you choose a long distance
service, take a close look.

GSLs held
You may be thinking about
choosing one of the newer
carriers over AT&T in order to
save money.
Think again.
Since January 1987, AT&T's
rates have dropped more than
15% for direct-dialed out-ofstate calls. So they're lower than
you probably realize. For information on specific rates, you
can call us at 1 800 222-0300.
And AT&T offers clear long
distance connections, operator
assistance, 24-hour customer
service, and immediate credit
for wrong numbers. Plus, you
can use AT&T to call from
anywhere to anywhere, all over
the United States and to over
250 countries.
You might be surprised at
how good a value AT&T really
is. So before you choose a
long distance company, pick
up the phone.

By JACKIE COSTA and
News Editor

CONNIE HUDRINGTON
Staff Writer

Nation wide, students are short on
funds. It's the same story at
Winona State University. Fewer
students, it seems, are receiving
the full guaranteed student loan
amounts because the program is
on a need basis only.
However, the financial aid office
speculates there are less borrows
but more dollars. Financial Aid
Director, Bob Lietzau, said the
government was paying interest on
the loans, and that cutting them
balances the federal budget. "Last
year it was easier to qualify [for
GSLs]," he said. But he expects
the total number of aid recipients
to be the same or even exceed last
year's totals.
The financial aid office hasn't
devised a new plan to help the student who needs more money
because, according to Lietzau,
Minnesota is in good shape. The
state has another loan option. The
Student Educational Loan Fund
currently has the same interest rate
as the GSL, but requires co-signers
and interest payments while still in
school
"We didn't want to see the loan
thing change," Lietzau said, "...but
what we're seeing is students who
have to work and parents who have
to dig deeper into their pockets."
Most financial aid recipients
have a work study job. On-campus
jobs offer a maximum of 10 hours
per week.
Mary Beth Amelse, a freshman,
works on campus and is the recepient of a GSL. "Financial aid is
helping this year so it shouldn't be
too bad; it may get harder,
though."
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AT&T
The right choice.
,

Basil Rilhbone as Sherl 'Holmes
1939 }4ng World Prociu
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Expansion
Continued from page 1
cessfully obtained eminent domain.
Because of this, Winona State officials decided to find an alternative
site for the building.
"The opposition (because of the
possible historical aspect) could
have dragged on and on and on,"
Stark said. "It's highly unlikely that
it's worth the delay to students and
industries."
Artchitects have not determined
the precise place on campus property where the building should be built.
Winona State also unveiled its updated plans for future campus ex-

pansion at a public meeting held at
Winona State in August.
The master plan, prepared by
Damen Farber Inc., a landscape and
urban design firm from Minneapolis,
updated a plan for expansion that
was prepared in 1976. "The master
plan is a framework for on-qoing
decision-making," Damon Farber
said. "It's meant to be changed by
the University and community."
Getting the Health and Applied
Science building is the administration's first priority. Next comes a new
400-bed residence hall which will be
connected to Sheehan Hall according to Norman Decker, Winona
State vice president of administrative
affairs.

Bemidji • Mankato • Metropolltait - Moorhead • Southwest • St. Cloud • Winona

HAPPY ANNIVERSARY MSUSA!
WELCOMt BACK STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
FROM THE
MINNESOTA STATE UNIVERSITY STUDENT ASSOCIATION

The new year marks a new decade for your state
association. For twenty years MSUSA has been
working to maintain access to higher education for
students through affordable tuition and equitable
financial aid programs. As we enter our third
decade, MSUSA will he continuing its tradition of
student advocacy and activism within our System, in
the State and throughout the nation.
To learn more about MSUSA contact our office
or your Student Senate office. Watch for The MSUSA
Monitor coming this Fall.

The rest of the school's needs, not
yet prioritized include:
1. An outdoor athletic complex
which will extend one block' east
and west of our present stadium.
2. A greenhouse attached to Pasteur
Hall.
3. An olympic size swimming pool
and lobby added to Memorial Hall.
4. Construction of a storage
building.
5. Renovation of Pasteur Hall.
6. Remodel Gildemeister, Watkins
and Phelps Hall.
7. Move the tennis courts to the new
athletic stadium and build an
academic building in their place.
8. Remodel and expand Maxwell
Library.

Page 7

01. Close the streets and overall
beautify the campus with shrubbery!
and flower beds.
10. Construction of a parking ramp.
Estimated cost of this project, if
completed now, would be $50
million. However, these changes will
not occur in a hurry Decker said.
. 1 ! yi
They are dependent on continued
45
enrollment growth and legislative
AO00
funding and Decker said there are
still many hurdles to get over.
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Still, Stark is positive. "Winona
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State University is indeed robust,
A
well and on the move," he said.
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KEEP UP IN A'
CHANGING
WORLD
Take advantage of the wealth of knowledge
available from your Government. The U.S.
Government Printing- Office has produced a
new catalog. It tells about the most popular
books sold by the Government—nearly 1,0O0 in all. Books on agriculture, business,
children, diet, energy, health, history,
space, and much more. For a free
copy of this new catalog, write—

New Catalog
Post Office Box 37000
Washington, D.C. 20013

"Working for Minnesota's Future
108 Como Ave. St. Paul, MN 55103
612/ 224-1518

JOIN THE FUN
.

Alcohol Free Drinks
Snacks
Live D.J.

Getting the facts on MSUSA
WHO?
You are the Minnesota State
University Student Association
MSUSA! Every student enrolled in
one of the seven state universities
is a member of MSUSA. Mankato,
Bemidji, Metro, Moorhead, St.
Cloud, Southwest. and Winona
State are the sister institutions of
the State University System.
WHAT?
MSUSA is your state association; a coalition of students for
students. MSUSA is funded
through an eight-cent-per-credit
fee, roughly $4 per year paid by
each student. MSUSA is a nonprofit organization recognized by
the State University Board as the
official student representative.
WHERE?
MSUSA is on campus and in St.
Paul representing your concerns
about your future, and the future of
higher education. Your student
senate office and student body
president are your local representative to MSUSA. MSUSA main-

tains a small St. Paul office, two
HOW?
blocks from the State Capitol at
You are MSUSA's greatest
108 Como Ave., next door to the
asset. Becoming involved in
SUS office and close to the Higher
MSUSA is as simple.as stopping at
Education Coordinating office.
your student senate office or callWHY?
ing MSUSA at 612-224-1518.
MSUSA works to contain tuition
Students interested in the political
and education costs, fights to inprocess, education issues, student
sure equitable financial aid prorights and the future of Minnesota,
grams, and is dedicated to insurwill find ample opportunities to
ing quality in the SUS as an ombecome active participants in the
budsman for students. MSUSA
many association projects and
gives each student a voice before
committees. Students also have
the Legislature, the Govenor, the
the opportunity to serve on state
State University Board, the Higher
and system task forces and comEducation Coordinating Board and
mittees which directly affect not onthe other administrative offices on
ly their own future, but thousands
and off campus.
of Minnesota students who may, or
WHEN?
may not, follow.
MSUSA began in 1967 as an informal coalition of students.
Students realized the need to input
MSUSA also offers internship
into the many political and ad- opportunities at its St. Paul office
ministrative decisions which affect in political science, communicathem. Then, as now, students felt tions, speech and business
the need to communicate with their administration.
colleagues to share information
and concerns.

Pregnant?

and afraid?

Happy Hour Friday Night - Sept. 18
2 for 1 from 9:00 to 10:00

There is a friend who cares.

THE BEST DANCE
MUSIC IN TOWN

452-2421

In The Smaug
Thursday Night 9:00 — 12:00
Friday Night 9:00 — 12:00

gra irthright

free pregnancy test

_ free confidential help

g'a Sea Regfal

• Wave Jammer
1.Jet Ski
• Wave Runner • Pontoon Boats
• Fishing Boats & Motors
• Canoes/Canoe Trips
• Refreshments & Snacks
1/2

Price Rental On Water Toys
With This Coupon
Latsch Island Beach
(507) 454-1629 Winona, MN

WORK FOR YOURSELF
As a campus representative
you'll be responsible for placing
advertising materials on bulletin
boards and working on
marketing programs for clients
such as American Express,
Boston University, Eurail, and
various movie companies,
among others. Part-time work,
choose your own hours. No
sales. Many of our reps stay
with us long after graduation. If
you are self-motivated, hardworking, and a bit of an
entrepreneur, call or write for
more information to:
AMERICAN PASSAGE
NETWORK
6211 W. HOWARD STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60648

1(800) 221-5942 or
(312) 647-6860
CHICAGO DALLAS LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK SEATTLE

RESEARCH PAPERS
16,278 to choose from —all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

Tail Free
HoT Line

800-351-0222
in Calif. (2131477-8226

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available—all levels
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t Around Campus
Women's Basketball

An informational meeting will be
held Sept. 17, 3 p.m. in Memorial
Hall, Room 210 for all women interested in trying out for the
basketball team.

Jazz Scholarship
A grand prize of a $5,000
scholarship and an invitation to
perform at the Montreux/Detroit
Jazz Festival will be awarded to the
winner of the fourth annual
Macabees Mutual Life/CKLW
AM-FM radio station "Quest for
Excellence" jazz competition.
Contest is open to performers,
ages 15-22, on any instrument.
Applicants must submit a tape to
CKLW-AM 800 audition adjudicators by Nov. 15.
For information and application
forms call 313-963-1567.

Bowling Team Roll-Off
Bowler's sign up at Kryzsko
Commons Bowling Alley with your
name, address and phone number
for the men's and women's bowling teams. Roll-off will take place
Sept. 18 from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m.

Around Campus

Excellence triangle affects Winona
By CHARLES V. FREDERICK
Sports Editor

The University of Minnesota's Commitment to
Focus plan won't affect Winona State University as
much as was first believed.
Instead, it will be Wisconsin's Excellence Triangle
plan and cap on freshman enrollment which may
cause a major increase in enrollment figures.
"Initially we were saying we may get 4000 to 5000
more students in our system," Winona State Vice
President of Academic Affairs, Charles Sorensen,
said. "But as we looked at what [Commitment to
Focus] really meant, we realized that wasn't going to
happen. There will be no floodgates opened. That
won't happen here, that won't happen at any school."
The major difference between the two programs is
Wisconsin's attempts to limit enrollment on all of its
campuses while Minnesota's only attempts to limit the
University of Minnesota's growth.
According to Sorensen, approximately 8,000
students will be turned away by Minnesota and even
more by Wisconsin. He believes Winona State will
receive more student overflow from Wisconsin and
said the school's number of freshman applictions from
Wisconsin has already increased.
Minnesota Chancellor, Robert Carothers, agrees
with Sorensen. "It's hard to tell at this time where the
students will go, but I feel Wisconsin's program will
affect Winona more," he said.

Open House and Retreat

The decision of the University of Wisconsin system
to cap freshman enrollment was made because they
felt they couldn't afford to educate so many students.
The Excellence Triangle and Commitment to Focus
plans are similar and were initiated for basically the
same reason: both schools wanted to be ranked
higher in the Big Ten in per student funding.
The University of Minnesota also wanted to become
a college which offers only five specialized
undergraduate and graduate programs of education.
"They decided to do fewer things and do them better rather than trying to do a lot of things and not do
them as well," Carothers said.
The Commitment to Focus program was introduced by University of Minnesota President Kenneth H.
Keller. It calls for decreased enrollment for the University of Minnesota and increased funding for the fewer
students enrolled there. In order to accomplish this,
the university would offer only highly specialized majors and not the general liberal arts majors offered by
most colleges. The students entering the highly
specialized fields would require more state funding
because of the high cost of educating them.
The plans reflect what Winona State has been trying to do, Sorensen said. "They're doing what every
school ought to do. They're sharpening their mission
statement. We're doing the same thing here. We won't
narrow our focus like Keller has, instead we will
sharpen our focus."

The Newman Center, 475 Huff
St., will hold an open house, Sept.
20, from 4-8 p.m. Share groups
will get acquainted and share topics
of interest beginning Sept. 20 at 8
p.m.
A retreat for freshmen to get to
know one another and reflect on
college beginnings will be held
Sept. 26 from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Register by Sept. 24. Call the
Newman Center at 452-2781.

Student Senate
The student senate is taking applications for Judicial Board,
Grievance Committee and Election
Judge.
Applications will be accepted
through Sept. 23 at 3 p.m. in the
senate office.

Clep Tests
The Clep examinations will be
held Sept. 25. Application forms
for the test can be picked up at the
Counseling Center in Gildemeister
132. Test cost is $22. Students must
register for the test by Sept. 24. For
more information, contact the
.Counseling Center, 457-5330.

WELCOME
BACK
STUDENTS

11111111111111111111111NININIIIMMENI

DEPARTMENT STORE QUALITY CLOTHING

Priced 50°/To 80% Off
Retail Everyday
OVER $300,000 Original Retail ON SALE

QUILTERS
Directed by Vivian Fusillo

s0

25% OFF

AUDITIONS
for the Winona Players production of
QUILTERS
will be held on SEPT. 16 AND SEPT. 17

Our Low Marked Price

from
6:30 until 8:30

TOP NAME BRANDS INCLUDING:
Calvin Klein
Willi Wear
Lee
Bill Blass

Liz Claiborne
Izod
Anne Klein
Nike

Ralph Lauren
Esprit
Yves Saint Laurent
Arrow

New Shipments Arrive Weekly

Mens - Womens - Childrens
HOURS M-S 9-5:30
Fri. 9-9 Closed Sun.

Location
Downtown Winona
3rd & Lafayette
454-7577

MA'
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THE MAIN THEATRE
Actresses with some singing ability
are needed as well as a pianist,
fiddler and flute player.
Through story and song Quilters
pieces together a vision of the
prairie woman's life. The play
reveals the warm friendships,
the loves and gossip,
the heartbreaks, the courage and
the joys of the women who won
the west at the point of a needle.
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Campus Life
Continued from page 3

Publisher John Vivian believes
once the amount of errors go down,
the situation with St. Mary's and St.
Teresa's will be able to be resolved.
He said that before the last few
issues, there hadn't been a correction box in a long time. "That doesn't
mean there weren't any, just not any
reported," Vivian said. "The quality
[of Winona Campus Life] is incredibly
better, the level of expertise is better and the accuracy is better than
when we began."

He didn't know what to account
the recent large amount of errors to.
"Chalk it up to coincidence. If the
standard is six errors per issue, you
are going to have seven in some and
five in others," Vivian said.
He said a number of ways to
eliminate future errors are underway.
One step taken was to hire Adolph
Bremer as news bureau supervisor.
Vivian said Bremer, a former Winona
Daily News editor, knows Winona
well and will be able to pick out errors dealing with local places, people and events.
Vivian is also in the process of
making a master list of the faculty
from all four institutions to provide a
handy place for consulting name
spellings.

Another step is one tried before. "I
have sent random student's stories
to sources and think I might do so
again," Vivian said. He explained
that although he teaches against letting sources read pre-published
stories, sometimes things like that
have to be done to aid the learning
process. If sources can catch the errors then Vivian can go over the
mistakes with the student.
There are more errors because
they are students, Vivian said, but
that doesn't.embarass him. "Errors
are going to happen in the Miami
Herald and the Winona Daily News.
There's no excuse for them but I
think Tim [Burchill] overstated the
case," he said.
Vivian also doesn't believe the

are residents.
John Ferden, housing director,
said 1,400 students needed housing for fall. His office matched 205
students with housing in August
and filled the residence halls with
300.
The request for housing men at
the College of St. Teresa was
denied so more options had to be
explored.
Westgate seems to be working
out. Freshmen Yvette Stasiolsi and

Jodi Mauer said they didn't think
they could live in the dorms after
living at Westgate.
Transportation is not a problem
because many residents have their
own car. Mary Jo Larson, a
freshman occupant, pointed out
that a lot of students also carpool.
As enrollment changes, the
housing office attempts to find new
and different options for students.
The Westgate Motel is one
example.

Westgate
Continued from page 3

for the halls and grounds.
Chester Busse, the owner, and
Shirley Monce, the manager, live
in the building to handle any possible problems.
Monce said a wide variety of
students live there. About 93 percent are freshmen, but upperclassmen and even a professor

provement but doesn't see one occuring soon. "This isn't a new problem. Winona Campus Life has a
long way to go," he said.
Burchill had similar comments. "I
have no evidence that there's a quick
solution.
tone is anti-private institutions. "I
don't have that prejudice," Vivian
said, citing that the majority of his
higher education was from private
institutions.
Kivimaki said the decision made
by the College of St. Teresa will be
reconsidered if there's a marked im-
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Around Campus
United Campus Ministry
Join the fun at UCM every Tuesday at 6 p.m. in dining rooms E
and F.

Bible Study
United Campus Ministry invites
you to join their Bible study at 7
p.m. Wednesday in the Taggart
Lounge which is located at 362
Johnson or Thursday at 5:30 p.m.

Koinonia
Everyone is welcome to join this
singing group. The group meets at
First Congregational Church,
Broadway and Johnson, on Sundays at 7:30 p.m.

Harassment
Continued from page 3

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

Pre-Professional Skills
Test (PPST)

"The counseling center is setting
up the university when they don't
report potential problems," she
said. "Once any organ of the
university is notified that there is a
problem, they better pay attention."
Charles Bentley, counseling
center director, said even though
they have not read the results over
carefully, the center's workers
agree both issues—harassment
and confidentiality— are important
and need to be dealt with. "It's important to protect those involved
but we don't have any immediate
plans. We'll evaluate each situation
and then decide what's right for the
office," he said. They do plan to
abide by the recommentations
from the affirmative action office.
"People are scared, and you
can't learn anything when you're
terrified." Gernander said,
"Students have enough to worry
about and they don't need this extra burden. I did my part, now we'll
see how the university handles it"

All education majors applyin
for a teacher licensure after Apri
4, 1988, must provide officia
evidence of achieving passin
scores on the Pre-Professiona
Skills Test (PPST). Minimum pass
ing scores established by the Boar '
of Teaching are as follows:
Reading-173
Writing-172
Mathematics-169
The test will be administere
through the Winona State Counsel
ing Center. Test dates and registra
tion deadlines for the test ar
available in the Counseling Center
457-5330.

CCM Bonfire
A bonfire, sponsored by
Cooperative Campus Ministries
(CCM) will be held Sept. 18. Meet
in Prentiss-Lucas lobby by 7:15
p.m. Wear warm clothing. In case
of rain, the group will gather for
volleyball. ALL ARE
WELCOME.
!
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AMERICA
A Healthy Smile Makes You A Winner

GOOD FOR $1.00 OFF
REGULAR TICKET PRICE

The Winonan celebrates its 70th
birthday in spring. Want to party?
All former news gods and photogs
better respond.

meetings
Senate
Student
Wednesdays at 4 p.m. in the purple rooms

CALL 1-800-248-2864
FOR CRUISE INFORMATION
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Duds 'n Suds
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A Positive Point
About Breast Cancer.
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Now we can see it before
you can feel it. When it's no
bigger than the dot on this
page.
d when it's 90% curable. With the best chance
of saving the breast.
The trick is catching it
early. And that's exactly
what a mammogram can do.
A mammogram is a simplex-raythatssimplythe
best news yet for detecting
breast cancer. And saving
lives.

* MORE GREAT RADIO

If you're over 35, ask
your doctor about
mammography.

Give yourself the
chance of a lifetirne.-
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Orientation Week ono
Oh yes! As in years past, it happened again this
year.
Winona State and the city of Winona
prepared itself for another coming of orientation week. A week filled with good-byes, hellos,
new worlds, new friends and other events that
make older students laugh with memories of
their freshman year.
Orientation leaders got their teams together
to scream the Winona fight song at the top of
their lungs to determine which was the loudest.
While this was happening, Winona State president, Tom Stark, let memories of OT weeks
gone by race through his head.
After this contest, OT teams headed down to
Lake Park for the annual softball (beerball) tournament. A tournament where its not so much
if your team won or lost, but how much fun you

had and how many friends you made, not to
mention how much beer your team consumed.
On the other side of the new experiences coin
was the annual first time visit to the book store.
If you got there on a good day, your wait in line
might have been minimal. If not, you might have
been reminded of a concert you once waited two
hours to get tickets for. And if the lines weren't
enough, how about those book prices? They're
enough to make anyone second- guess their
decision to go to college.
All in all, its more than quite worth it The college experience is quite unlike any other. And
as always there will be bad mixed in with the
good, but hopefully the good will stand victorious in the end. It usually does. Have a good
year.

Winonan Photo By Dave Rood

Freshman, Laurieann Hess, dances to a different beat to the music of the "The Boys Next Door" last Monday night.

Winona State president Tom Stark makes

Winonan photo by Sarah Tews
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ual welcoming speech.

Freshman Brenda Bresnahan gets caught in a run down during the final game of the OT softball tournament.

'reshmen TJ McClain, Bill Schriner and Garth Rassmansson share a few laughs after a boat ride oR Lake Winona last Wednesday.

Winonan photo by Lynn Skelton
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Variety

Record enrollments expected

President Stark
welcomes students
By TISHA HARMS
Variety Editor

Winona State University President Tom Stark is happy that 1987-88
enrollment figures here are projected to break records.
But he has goals for the university which put quality above quantity.
"Our goal is on quality, to be as good as we can be," he said.
Entering his fifth year as president of the university, Stark said the biggest changes he's seen are in spirit and attitude of university employees
and students.
He believes the "personality" of the college has become more positive
and upbeat. And that is a factor influencing enrollment increases, he said.
"When you concentrate on quality and keeping the tuition level down,
the numbers go up."
Because the funding mechanism of the university is enrollment driven,
he said an increase in students should be an economic plus for the
university.
The state pays the university a subsidy for every student enrolled. And
if that money is properly managed and dispersed, Stark said the quality
of education and programs available at Winona State won't suffer because
of an increase in students.
But capital improvements money isn't guaranteed even if enrollment
increases, Stark said. Lack of on-campus housing, buildings needing
renovation and lack of parking lots are items Stark said need to be addressed to accomodate future growth.
He feels Winona State attracts students because of its reputation,
spread by graduates of the university and past and present students. He
said this reputation reflects student satisfaction and success in the job
market.
"A university can create all kinds of marketing strategies," Stark said.
"But what attracts students to a university is customer satisfaction."
Stark said Winona State has four strong points in attracting students:
the concentration on fine teaching; a well-equipped library; good facilities
which are being improved; and the fact that it's a "people's college."
"We are reasonably sure we will break 1,250 new entering freshmen,"
he said. "Total enrollment, we think will exceed 6,200, with 5,000 on campus here."
Last year there were 1,194 new entering freshmen, with total enrollment at 5,800.
Stark said Winona State's growth isn't from recruiting less capable
students. "Sometimes people suggest institutions experience growth
because of recruitment of marginal students. Our active recruitment is
to more able students because good students bring other good students."
Still, he said admitting students with poor high school records on a
conditional basis is a good idea. "I believe we have a responsibility to
be fairly liberal in entrance and fairly rigid in exit."
Stark encourages new entering freshmen to "view the four-year college experience in the broadest context. They should think of the fouryear experience as majoring in wonderment."
Stark has high praise for past and present Winona State students. "It's
not an elitist institution. The full socioeconomic spectrum is represented.
"The broad spectrum take the college experience seriously, yet they're
fun-loving people. You can always find a group of people you feel comfortable with."

Winona State University President Tom Stark
says he has seen a big change in the spirit and
attitude of students and faculty since he started
five years ago. Stark says this is one reason for

Winonan photo by Tony Dussel

the increase in enrollment for tne 87-88 year,
which is the largest since the University's
establishment.

Winona State meets the Boys Next Door
By TISHA HARMS
Variety Editor

The Boys Next Door, a Twin
Cities band, were in the door last
week when they entertained
freshmen and others at a University Program Activities Committee
(U-PAC) sponsored dance in Kryzsko Commons Sept. 7.
Several dancers said they would
like the band to return.
"We like 'em, have them back,"
said freshman Jeanne Schmidt on
a break from the dance floor.
"They're awesome. They're
original," added Dawn Stommel.
An original sound is what group
members said they are striving for.
"We have been compared to
Limited Warranty," said Mark Zembal, band member. "But we tend
to be able to touch the college
market more."
The band recently released an
album of original music, "Younger
Days," available at major record
stores, Zembal said. "Younger
Days is our way of saying goodbye
to our youth."

Although most of the band
members are 19, entering the
music business forced them to
grow up, Zembal said. "It was a
real eye- opener, living out of a suitcase."
A typical show may take
anywhere from 12 to 20 hours of
preparation with set up and sound
check before the show, as well as
taking down equipment afterward.
Lead singer for the group, Gilbert
Hernandez, said the band is working long hours to become wellknown and break into the record
business. "Our goal is to get a
record contract," Hernandez said.

"We've made a lot of sacrifices
because we want to move faster
than most."
Recording an album was one
such sacrifice. "Having an album

makes people take you seriously,"
Zembal said. The group is trying to
gain radio air-play for the album,
which they paid to record, Hernandez said.

Carol Moechnig, U-PAC president in charge of hiring The Boys
Next Door, said the band cost
$1,000, including agent fees. Zembal said the group typically
schedules 20-25 shows a month.
"It's not as glamorous as it'
looks," Zembal said. "It's a lot of
hard work." No one in the group
takes a personal salary, he said,
rather the money is generated back
into the band. "If it's something
you really believe in, it's worth it."
Zembal's advice to aspiring
musicians is, "Be careful what you
ask for because you might get it."
He said The Boys Next Door
didn't know what the "music
world" was really like when they
met during a summer session at
Berkeley College of Music in
Boston two years ago.
They found out fast when they
moved to Minneapolis "for
monetary reasons," and started
doing live, paid performances,
Zembal said.
See Band page 15
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China Exchange explores world business
By JULIE FOEGEN
Editor in Chief

China may not name it
capitalism, but that's what it is and
they are racing the United States
to it according to Dr. Eugene
Kangas, Winona State University
Management and Marketing
professor.
"The Pacific Rim countries
(which China is a part of) are the
oriental equivalent of the the common market and are among the
first in international trade," Kangas
said. "They pose competition to
Japan and possess the market
potential to blow them away.
"All the businesses want to know

how to get a piece of this Chinese
market."
Winona State is offering its
business students a chance to get
a first-hand peek at the Chinese
market through a foreign exchange
program with the Univesity of International Business and Economics
(UIBE) in Beijing, China.
Thomas Stark, president of
Winona State, signed an agreement this summer with UIBE Vice
President She, which will enable
four to six Winona State students
to spend at least one quarter at the
Beijing, China school.

go during the first summer session,
1988. Kangas said the students are
going over for one quarter at first
because the campus is not
presently equipped to house
students for long periods of time.
However, an international dorm will
be finished in September, 1988.
The selected students will take
three classes which will equal
Winona State's four credit International Marketing course. The required classes are: Elementary or
Conversational Chinese, Chinese
Tradition and Business Practices.

All classes will be taught in
English by professors who studied
in America.
There will also be an exchange
between faculty members.
However, neither the students nor
the faculty member has been
selected yet. "The selection will be
a highly competitive process,"
Kangas said. "There are already
50 students who want to go."
Kangas layed the ground work
for the program by traveling to
China four times, twice to UIBE
where he also taught Management

and Marketing for two-months.
Kangas said Chinese students
are different than American
students. For one thing they are
older because it takes them longer
to get into college. "They are also
very serious, spend a lot of heavy
involvement in campus and have
lots of study time," Kangas said.
Kangas believes the exchange
will benefit all who are able to take
part. "Not only is it an academic
experiment, it is also a vehicle to
open further interest in international trade and exchange."

The first group is scheduled to

OT week is fun
By TISHA HARMS
Variety Editor

About 900 freshmen participated
in some way, shape or form on 52
teams for Orientation Week, said
Charles Zane, Union director and
organizer of the week.
185 team leaders started attending meetings spring quarter in
preparation for the activities,
designed to make freshmen feel
like part of the campus on their first
days here.
Freshmen orientation team activities included meetings to
answer newcomers' questions
about classes and buildings, tours
of campus, a dance, games and
sports activities, including a softball
tournament.
Zane said the university does not
promote the use of alcohol at orien-

tation activities by the lake. "I can't
tell them (orientation leaders and
freshmen) what to do and what not
to do. They'll have a party if they
want to, let's face it," Zane said.
"I do tell the leaders not to push
alcohol on anyone who doesn't
want to drink."
Zane said this year's orientation
week was one of the more successful weeks in recent years.
"There was a lot of participation,
a lot of people having fun, and the
weather cooperated, which helps."
Although there are competitive
activities during the week, the purpose of orientation, he said, "is to
have students socialize, to make
friends and have a social life so
they'll stay here and won't get too
homesick and head home."

N

Real News

The Winonan

Winonan Photo By Kirk Fratzke

Winona State Freshman, Nancy Kauphusman,
talks with Jade Houdek while Jade's father goes

SEMCAC FAMILY PLANNING
confidential, non-judgmental clinic for family
lanning and sexually transmitted diseases. For
ppointment phone 452-4307 weekdays 8:30 to
:00.
641/2 W. 5th.

452-4307

CARISCH THEATRES

through the hussle and bussle of mass registration last Wednesday morning.

Change of Schedule
Newman Center
Campus Masses
once - a - month
Next Mass: Sun. Oct. 18, 11a.m.
Homecoming weekend
Baldwin ' ounge
Other Sundays. he Newman
Community wi iorship at
Cathedral Parish,
Ai n & 7th St.
Weekend Ma,,, Times:
5:15 p.m. Saturday
7:00, 9:00, 10:30 & noon Sundays

C

INE 4 452-4172
2nd and Main

$quirt
1:1
NEI'S FINE n.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT
IS COLLEGE NIGHT
All seats $2.00 with
student I.D.

Mtn

FIJINISNIICS

National Organization
of Pig Lovers
(NOPL)
will hold official snort
contest next Sunday.
Please bring your
own trough.
Nuclear War?
WSU 's Nuke Club presents
"Date a proton night" to be held
this Jan. at Shorty's. Dress up in
tin foil and join the fun.

NOW
OPEN

Judy Boots
MEN'S & WOMEN'S

VINTAGE CLOTHING
& COLLECTIBLES
OPEN

PLAZA SQUARE - WINONA
452-3336

0% STUDENT 10%
DISCOUNT
GIRBAUD - CALVIN KLEIN - LEVIS PERRY ELLIS - LANVIN - ABRIANI of ITALY B.D. BAGGIES - ARAMIS - RACQUET CLUB
)41111M14

Wed. - Thurs
& Sat. 10 - 6
Fri. 10 - 8

122 E. 2nd.

lc Apartment for Rent
426 E. 4th St.
ontact Colin or Cindy
452-8342
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Campus Humor:

Welcome to the real world
Ale
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By Brad Zunk
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Voting

it's your choice

a guest column by Julie Foegen

RESPECT

The lights rise. The crowd roars. The soap box is positioned. The
biggest sell job of the nation begins.
Elections, elections, elections. They're everywhere.
If it's not a potential presidential candidate sticking his hand in your
face, it's a Winona mayoral candidate wondering what your opinion is
or a student senate candidate wanting to represent you. Heaven forbid.
Who wants to be represented anyway? We're Americans, we can
represent ourselves.
Can't we?
Sure, let us just forget all of our extra leisure time. Without laws and
people directly working to uphold them, we'll have to spend all our time
on the defense making sure what's ours stays ours and that no one
violates our space.
We'll also have to forget most forms of order. If no one is in charge,
chaos will rule supreme—especially in major cities.
Okay, so some politicians do get a bit out of hand. They make windy
statements about how the American people are looking for a qualified
hands-on presidential candidate, someone to solve the people's problems, feed the people's children, wipe the people's noses and finetune their vehicles.
The qualified part is correct, the way the promises grow is not. But
isn't it better to have someone devoted to trying to please "the people" and get what they want accomplished while keeping basic law and
order?
Isn't it nice that we have the opportunity to weed out the extremely
windy from the potentially dedicated?
Primaries to select the two candidates for mayor of Winona are Sept.
22. Go and vote.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

lbu've Earned It!
lbu Deserve It!
is 1LiagY NURSES GET fl
As a Navy Nurse, you get the respect and
responsibility that comes with being a Navy
officer - along with a solid starting salary,
generous benefits (including 30 days paid
vacation annually), and worldwide travel
opportunities.
WE NEED YOUR EIIPERTISE. In return, you'll
become part of a team of professionals,
keeping current with state-of-the-art
technology and facilities, providing your
patients with the very best medical
treatment available.

Note: the variety section this
year will feature a guest or
editor's column each week.
Feedback on anything we write,
as well as ideas for topics
you' d like to see addressed are
welcome.
Have a great school year!

If you are a senior nursing student, you
owe it to yourself to explore this opportunity
further. Call 1-800-247-0507, or send your
resume to:

r.

r

NAVY NURSE CORPS, CODE 60
212 Third Ave. So.
Minneapolis, MN. 55401-2110.
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Night walking
made safer
By JILL FARRAND

Staff Writer

•

Those who walk between
Winona State University and the
College of St. Teresa will have a
safer path to follow due to the Safe
Walk program effective Sept. 10.
Under the new plan, participating residents along Sarnia
Street to the Gilmore and Villa intersection will keep their porch
lights on during evening hours until they go to bed to indicate to
those walking alone that they will
help in case of emergency.
A logo card in a front window will
be visible from the street, so
walkers will recognize the safe
houses quickly.
From the houses, persons who
need help may call campus security or the police.
The idea for the program
originated at the College of St.
Teresa in early June, when a resident assistant at the school,
Meghan Hughes, called the
Winona State University student
senate office to see if they would
help with the plan.
Hughes and senate vicepresident Linda Bobo, sent letters
to every resident on Sarnia Street
asking for participation.
The letters explained the purpose of the program clearly: "To increase the safety of students who
walk between the two campuses in
the evening." Over 30 houses
agreed to participate.

A similar safe walk program,
Green Light, was in effect until
1984. Bobo said she isn't sure why
it failed, but it could have been due
to lack of communication between
coordinators and resident
participants.
Bobo said she is optimistic about
the success of Safe Walk, and she
and Hughes plan to obtain feedback on the program from participants to keep it strong.
"People seemed really willing to
participate," Bobo said. "We'll be
contacting them throughout the
year to see if they have any problems with the program at all."
Craig Stoxen, senate treasurer,
said he shares Bobo's optimism.
"The safety walk is an executive
decision in the best interests of the
students."
He said it was not organized
because of any previous harassment toward women walking alone
at night. The plan is "just precautionary," he added.
There are 185 students living at
the College of St. Teresa and attending Winona State. Many have expressed positive feelings about the
program.
"I like the idea, because if I ever
needed to walk back at night, I'd
feel much safer," said Patty
Walker, a commuting Winona
State student. "It's nice to know
that when the buses are through
running at night, there is a safe
route home."

Winonan Photo By Kirk Fratzke

Drinking beer during the OT softball tournament seems to be just as important as playing _

The most
successful college
graduates
have a uniform
appearance.

sibility to let them and if we're not
doing that, we're not doing a good

Band
Continued from page 12

The band considers the hard
work now to be an investment in
the future of the band, Zembal and
Hernandez said. And because they
love their work, it's worth it.
"No matter if there's one person
or 10,000 in the audience, they
come to escape. It's our respon-

Dress for success.
Enroll in the Army Reserve Officers' "Iraining
Corps, and you could graduate with the
privilege of wearing the proud gold bars of a
second lieutenant as well as a cap and gown.
Army ROTC is the college elective that gives
you an opportunity to learn, and practice,
management skills. Experience leadership
styles and motivational techniques. And gain
the self-confidence that can spell success in
any career, civilian or militan,'.

job," Zembal said. "We do have a
great time on stage."
The audience at Winona State
University seemed to be having a
great time too. Moechnig said
about 500 freshmen attended the
dance.
"I think this was the best OT
dance in a number of years in
terms of turnout and participation
from the crowd," Moechnig said.

Papa
John's

Start that career with the advantages only
Army ROTC can give you.Talk to your
Professor of !Military Science, today.

Take Military Science 102,
Woodsmanship and Survival,
from Master Sergeant McLean
(Marvelous Mac).
Call 457-5154 to add the course.

in the game itself. Some teams even stopped
playing on account of alcohol fall-out.
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WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS
Open Daily
4:00 p.m.
Phone 452-1234
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"Everybody I talked to liked them
a lot. They got a lot of involvement
from the audience, a lot of people
were dancing."
"They're seriously good," said
Mark Yuglowski, a freshman at the
dance.
Terri Schmiedlin and Paula
Kabe, a junior and sophomore at
the dance, said they saw the group
perform in Fairmont, Minn., in
February. "We love 'em. We're
here tonight to see the band, not
the freshmen," Kabe said.

It has always been
like this

,

r •
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Dining Room Special
Large Fountain Pop
w, Ind. Size Pizza
4 - 8:00 p.
Expires Sept. 23

Also serving Spaghetti, Chicken, Shrimp,
Taco Salads, Sandwiches, and Salads.
*Check weekly for dining room special

and
always will be.

Free Delivery on Winona State Campus
529 Huff, Across from Sheehan Hall, WSU.

r
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Jinxed no more
Warriors beat UW-La Crosse
By CHUCK FREDERICK
Sports Editor

Winona State shocked the
number three ranked La Crosse Indians last week for the first time in
50 years as they pulled out a 25-21
upset victory in their season
opener at Loughery Field.
The last time Winona beat La
Crosse was in 1937 when they shut
them out 12-0. The 1987 win was
no shutout, however, as the Warriors had to come from behind to
win.
The Warriors took an 18-10 lead
into halftime but came out flat in
the second half. La Crosse scored
11 unanswered points in the third
quarter, to lead 21-18 before the
rain and lightning came.
The game was held up for about
20 minutes with just under 10
minutes left.
On the first play after the delay,
junior defensive back Jim Bzoskie
intercepted a Todd Oberg pass for
the Warriors. Twelve plays later
Bary Bernstein ran one yard
straight up the middle for the eventual winning touchdown.
The defense then rose to the occasion and held La Crosse intact
for the final 4:28 to seal the victory.
First-year head coach Dave
Bassore called the win
phenomenal and was predictably
ecstatic but refused to take any
credit for himself. "I'm no miracleworker. I didn't play one down, I
didn't even touch the ball until
now," he said as he held the game
ball.
"We knew we'd have to play
from behind but I knew we could
win it because of the kids. This is
•one of the great feelings of
coaching," he said.
He was particularly impressed
with the play of 18-year old
freshman quarterback Jason Mitchell, although he wasn't surprised. "He played fantastic but that

,

didn't surprise me, he played admirably in practice. The great thing
about him is he's only a freshman,
you're going to see him for four
years."
Mitchell showed great composure for a freshman. He was 13
of 27 for 145 yards and two
touchdowns passing plus another
67 yards rushing. He also threw
two interceptions, both times being
forced out of the pocket. But he
continually showed a strong arm,
firing strikes to his receivers.
The game started like a typical
Winona State-UW-La Crosse game
as Warrior mistakes helped La
Crosse to an early 10-0 lead. But
soon the defense started to hold
and the offense started moving the
ball and the game tightened up.
With 7:23 left in the second
quarter, freshman wide receiver
Brian Horn caught a six-yard
touchdown pass from Mitchell to
get the Warriors on the board. The
score stood at 10-6 La Crosse.
The Warriors struck twice more
before halftime to give them an
18-10 lead.
Mitchell connected with junior
wide receiver Kevin Gaulke for an
eight-yard touchdown and junior
fullback Tim Anderson scored with
just 34 seconds left in the half on
a 34-yard touchdown run.
The Warriors failed to convert an
extra point in the first half and
made only one in the game. The
Warriors don't have a kicker on the
team and senior wide receiver Andy Wellumson has been forced to
Winonan Photo By Dave Rood
fill the void.
Winona State running back, Troy Haines (39)
It is also the first time Winona has beaten the InThe kicking game has Coach breaks through the defensive line of LaCrosse
dians since 1937.
Bassore worried. "We're going to
University during Winona's first win of the year.
do everything we can to improve
the kicking game, but when a kid
misses he feels worse about it than
I do so I don't yell at him."
By CHUCK FREDERICK
The Warriors record after the
40 points. UW-River Falls place,.
Sports Editor
game was 1-0.
third with 77 and Waseca and SMC By CHUCK FREDERICK
The men's and women's cross had 120 and 137 respectively to
Sports Editor
country teams opened up their place fourth and fifth.
The Warriors followed up their
seasons in fine form Saturday as
Luther's Jim Peterson won the in- impressive 25-21 come-fromthey placed second and fifth respec- dividual title by covering the SMC
behind victory over UW-La
tively in the St. Mary's College Invita- course in 21:32. Teammate Brian
Crosse with a heartbreaking
tional run.
Hawes placed second with a 21:33 11-10 loss to UW-Eau Claire at
Both coaches were pleased with and the Warriors' Brian Reed and
Loughery Field, Saturday night.
their team's performance.
Joel Dungeon finished third and
Eau Claire scored all of its
"I was pleasently surprised with fourth.
points in the fourth quarter to
the times we ran compared to last
The third Warrior to cross the come from behind and knock off
year," men's coach Daryl Hender- finish line was Wade Bergner. He
the Warriors. A one-yard
son said. He had lost his numbers 1, placed eighth.Lou Heienefich placed
touchdown run by Cary Osborn
4, 6, 7 and 8 runners to graduation 11th, Paul Nevera 14th, Tom
followed by a two-point converlast year and didn't know what to Scullard 16th, and Rob Holthus
sion pass from John Clark to Mike
expect.
finished 17th to complete the War- Blair drew the Bluegolds within
He feels his team will get stronger rior's top seven .
two at 10-8.
as they gain more experience. "This
UW-Eau Claire won the women's
Winona State failed to score on
is a really good way to start. I hope crown with 27 points, followed by
their next two possessions and
we'll get better, we should," he said. Luther College with 65 points, Simphad to punt both times. Eau Claire
Women's coach Marge Moravec son College with 67 points, UW-River
moved the ball to the WSU 19
was also pleased, although her Falls with 126 points and WSU placyard line. From there Chris
team's times weren't as good as a ed fifth with 154 points.
Gustafson nailed a 36-yard field
year ago. "At the moment I'm very
Luther's Laura Libbey was the
pleased with the way we ran and women's champion, finishing in goal to give Eau Claire a slim
11-10 advantage.
with where we're at," she said. Her 18:19. Nancy Schneider was the
The defense for Eau Claire held
squad has had only four days of highest finisher for the Warriors,
for the last 54 seconds, sacking
practice.
finishing 14th with a time of 19:35. quarterback Jason Mitchell once
She feels her team will improve
As for the rest of the Warriors,
with more practice. "We've got to get Mary Kay Fick finished 20th with a and then intercepting his pass to
maintain the victory.
the freshme .1 into shape to get used time of 19:51. Sheila Olsen finishec
"We did a good job, we never
to the long course. I look for steady 49th, Lisa Robinson finished in 58th
uit," Head Coach Dave Bassore
improvement," she said.
place, K. Waldvogel finished 73rd, said after the game. "Of course
• Luther College finished with 21 Pam Horton was 78th, Michele
e're disappointed, we nad
points to win the men's race, with Barney was 81st and Maureen
,harices
to put them away but
WSU placing a distant second with Gavin placed 89th
By Kirk
.7ke
W.
I le . nade the big play swhen they,,

Eau Claire nabs
Harriers start strong jnarrow
victory

.

Winona State freshman, Sheila Olson runs the 5000 meter run during the Winona Invitational cross country meet Saturday at St. Mary's
College. The women's team placed fifth while the men took second.

.
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Women's golf wins

Eagles over Saints by 3

r

L.A. Raiders over Lions by 6

With A Purchase Of Any Shoes Over $30.00

'Vikings over Rams by 2

Dolphins over Colts by 6
Steelers over Browns by 4
Packers over Broncos by 1

Seahawks over Chiefs by 5

RECEIVE A FREE

Redskins over Falcons by 3

James Worhty Basketball
SPORTS - IN - STORE
3rd & Franklin 454-2442 Expires Sunday, Sept. 20, 1987

N.Y. Jets over Patriots by 2
Oilers over Bills by 2

Not Good For Sale Items
One Coupon Per Purchase

FREE T - SHIRT
With A Purchase Of Any Shoes Over $22.00
SPORTS - IN .• STORE
3rd & Franklin 454-2442 Expires Sunday, Sept. 20, 1987
Not Good For Sale Items
One Coupon Per Purchase

N.Y. Giants over Cowboys
by 5
Chicago' over Tampa Bay
by 7
S.F. 49ers over Cincinnati
by 5

107•OFF
Any Purchase in the Store
SPORTS - IN - STORE
3rd & Franklin 454-2442 Expires Sunday Sept. 20, 1987

Cardinals over Chargers by
2

■ing

Not Good For Sale Items

Ulm
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Charlie
knows his
football

By CHUCK FREDERICK
Sports Editor
The women's golf team started off the season on a strong note this
past weekend as they defeated St.Olaf College and the College of St.
Thomas in the Winona State Invitational at Willow Creek Country Club
in Rochester.
The team was lead by Deb Johns who won medalist with rounds of
81 and 86 for a 167 total. Shelley Gronholz placed second with rounds
of 80 and 90 for a 170 total.
"They worked hard on their games over the summer and this reflected
it," Coach Carney said about the two.
Winona State as a team shot rounds of 370 and 387 for a 757 total
to edge out St. Thomas (760) and St. Olaf (770).
"They certainly have the capability of improving," Carney said about
her team. "Through the year they should improve their scores."
One Coupon Per Purchase

Winonan

e

PLAZA
454-HAIR
Total Concept Design Studio

Winonan photo by Lynn Skelton

Winona State junior, Craig Hollander, practices with the Mississippi
Valley Kling-Onz ultimate frisbee team at Lake Park Wednesday during orientation week. The Kling-Onz practice at 3:30 every day.

Haircuts at $6.00, $9.00, $12.00 & $15.00
The
Free!
-7\

FREE
Designer T-Shirt
with 1st appointment

Levee Pizza
2N ,
C

f.

I

Expires October 31, 1987

FREE DELIVERY
e

PLAZA Ca11454•HAIR
66 Plaza East
Downtown Winona

TODAY!

454-5308
66 Center St.
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The 19th Hole
By Chuck Frederick

Real Football Should Be
Played Outside
Before I start let me just say that the Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome
is a beautiful facility. But for football, especially Minnesota Vikings football, it just doesn't cut it and neither do any other indoor stadiums.
As I sat in the dome on Sunday watching the Vikings do battle with
the Detroit Lions, I couldn't help but think that football is a game that
should be played outdoors.
During the 1970s when the Vikings were an unmistakable powerhouse,
they earned a reputation of being able to win in adverse weather conditions. They seemed to be able to thrive in cold, wet, Minnesota weather
when their opponents couldn't.
Now, after a number of poor seasons, they have a team full of potential but they're missing one key ingredient: intimidation. A big reason for
this is the indoor stadium.
The temperature in there is always the same. There's never any wind,
rain, snow or anything else which requires adaptability from the players.
Teams go in there and they know exactly what it will be like. They know
they won't have to play in conditions which favor a team used to adjusting
to them, like the Vikings used to pride themselves on being.
I'm sorry, but it's hard to psyche out your opponent when you don't
even have to wash your uniform after the game. Look at some old photos
and try to compare the character of the team and players with today's.
I guess I sort of agree with John Madden who likes the dirt, sweat and
blood of real football.
The Vikings' medieval-sounding fight horn really loses its impact in this
completely modern sports facility.
Viking's standout rookie D.J. Dozier told me he'd rather play on a
natural surface in order to stay away from a career-ending knee injury.
And this opinion comes from a guy who spent four years playing on artificial turf at Penn State University.
Many of the league's best and brightest players have ended their career
with a turf-related injury. The Green Bay Packers' Eddie Lee (very comes
to mind.
There's been some talk of retracting the roof. Not a bad idea, but is
it feasible? The thinking behind it is if it's a nice day you could just flip
a switch and open the roof. Why didn't
they just design it like the stadium the Dallas Cowboys play in with the
roof permanently retracted (so God can watch them play)? That place
seems to make the most sense for a roofed stadium.
I'm not trying to say that playing outside on a natural turf will prevent
injuries or improve the game in any way. I just think the game should
be played the way it was meant to be, outside.
Let's put character back into the game. Let the basketball players play
inside. The Timberwolves will love it if they get to play in it!
Baseball should be played outside too.
I've never had the privilege of seeing a baseball game indoors, but
I imagine it's similar to watching kids play kickball in a gymnasium. No
matter what it's like, it seems to help out the Twinkies, so maybe it's not
so bad.

Known City Wide for Low Prices

WAREHOUSE LIQUORS
12 pak specials
Miller Lite
Bud
Export
Busch
Old Style
15 pack Strohs
Wine Coolers

Stop in & see us at your friendly
downtown liquor store!

WAREHOUSE LIQUORS
176 E. 3rd St.
Across from Lang's Bar
WINONA 452-1821

Eau Claire

Men Iinksters lose

Continued from page 16

By CHUCK FREDERICK
Sports Editor

The men's golf team lost to the
University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire
on Monday afternoon by a narrow
five strokes, 314-319.
The Warriors were paced by Larry
Norland who won medalist honors
with a five-over-par 77 on the par 72
Mississippi National golf course in
Red Wing, Minn.
Derek Epsy finished two strokes
behind Norland with a 79. Paul Jandt
shot an 81 and Bill Banton shot an
82.
Jeff Rau and John Stats each shot
78 and were low for Eau Claire.
Warrior Coach Dwight Marston
said he was pleased with his team's
performance considering it was their
first match of the year. He was quick
to admit, though,that there is plenty
of room for improvement on his
team.
The men's team will be back in action this weekend for a four-day
University of Northern Iowa Tournament in Cedar Falls, Iowa.

had to.
"0/ E. won as a team last week
and we lost as a team this week,"
he said.
Winona State will now take its
1-1 record on the road this Saturday against Grand Valley State.
"We have to bounce back, all
I'm concerned with right now is
Grand Valley State," Coach
Bassore said.
The Warriors were again led by
freshman quarterback Jason Mitchell who threw for 78 yards on
nine completions plus 40 more
yards rushing.

Sophomore tailback Troy Haines
gained 70 yards and junior Tim
Anderson had 50.
Defensively the Warriors were
lead by senior tri-captain Tony
Tripicchio who had six tackles,
three assists and a sack. Junior
Scott Girolamo contributed seven
solo tackles and five assists.
Attention Saddle Baggers

Whooa Boy, git yer cowboy hat
out, it's Hee Haw Appreciation
Night.
WSU's Hee Haw Club will hold
its anual Hee Haw Fest. The Fest
is expected to last from Sept. to
Feb. All welcome.

WELCOME BACK STUDENTS
CREATIVE CUTS
We Want Your Business!
House Special:
Hair cuts only $3.99

Keep it in
the basement

expires end of Sept.
Owner: Stella Gudmundson Formerly from GQ

The
Happy
House

Barb Ryder
Tammy Spriggle

Stylists:

OPEN: 9a.m. - 7p.m.
67 Layfayette
454-7922

Winona Mall

452-8752

um t VALUABLE COUPON

■ VALUABLE COUPON•

am

■

um el

Wednesday Special
for September
Buy any size original
round pizza at regular
price and get an
identical pizza and an
order of crazy bread

BUY ONE
PIZZA...
1 GET ONE FREE!

I

FREE

Buy any size Original Round pizza at
I• regular
price, get identical pizza FREE!

Expires 9-30-87
limit 1 Bread
Per Order
Winona Mall

III

Price varies depending on size and number of
I toppings ordered. Valid with coupon at partici-.
paths Little Caesars. wl4n502n.es7m52all
II
Expires

452.8752

WSU
S
am

9-30.87

WS U :D1987 Little Caesars Enterprises, Inc. RO P
1987 Little Caesars Enterprises, Inc. ROP 2

IIImm mom III ma mum
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■ VALUABLE COUPON • an

When you make pizza this good,
one just isn't enough:
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Spiker's sweep
By JOHN DALZIEL II
Staff Writer

Winonan Photo By Tim Jacobsen

Freshman Lori Lieurance puts down a spike for Winona State through the hands of
St. Mary's Sheri Stransky in Saturday's round-robin volleyball tournament in Maxwell
Gym. The Warriors beat the Cardinals and won the tournament.

Winona State University strengthened it's claim as a juggernaut in
women's volleyball by cruising to top honors at the Winona State Invitational- Tournament this past weekend.
The Warriors gave up only 33 points in 9 games. They crushed St.
Mary's 15-2, 15-6 and 15-4.
Their next opponent, the College of St. Teresa, was given the same
brutal treatment, 15-2, 15-0, and 15-1. In their final match of the day, they
overpowered the University of Wisconsin-River Falls, 15-2, 15-5 and 15-11.
The Warriors easily won the Invitational because they had so many
weapons at their disposal.
Senior setter Deb Steward led the Warrior attack with 29 ace assists.
Also helping in the Warrior wins were sophmore power hitter Shelly Burrow and freshman Lisa Jenkover, who each had ten ace kills. Jill Zimmerman, a junior varsity player last year, added 26 assists of her own.
This year the Warriors have their sights set on gaining a berth in the
NAIA National Tournament. Last year they finished with a 27-14 record
to come within one game of the national tourney.
On paper there seems to be no reason why they can't reach their goal.
Head Coach LaVonne Fiereck is returning four of six starters from her
NAIA District 13 championship team of a year ago. She can count on
a talented group of freshman recruits and a junior college transfer to more
than fill those two holes.
"We should get better week to week, I'm real pleased with the way
the girl's played," Fiereck said.
Returning from the championship team are seniors Deb Steward, Laura
Allen.and Wendy Wise. Both Allen and Wise are middle hitters, while
Steward is a setter. Sophomore Shelley Burrow, a power hitter, is the
other returning starter.
The freshmen players look to be a very talented group of women. They
are led by Lisa Jenkover from Darien, Ill., and Sue Brennan from New
Richmond, Wis. The other four freshmen are Cindy Penheiter, Lewiston,
Minn.', Jennifer Vick, Milwaukee, Wis.; Shelly Schindeldecker, Eden
Prairie, Minn.; and Janet Wapes, Cloquet, Minn.
Deb Hough, a junior college transfer from Rochester, Minn. rounds out
a very talented Warrior squad.
Their next match will be on Thursday when they travel to the Universi=-:
ty of Minnesota-Morris. On Friday they take on Northern State University and , on Saturday they participate in the Cougar Invitational.
Coach Fiereck is confident her team can perform well again this
weekend. "It will be tough, but I think we'll do well. We definitely have
the potential."

Sport's Schedule

Tune in this season to KWNO AM 1230

REAL SPORTS FOR WINONA

Football
Sept. 19--at Grand Valley State

Men's Golf
Sept. 17-20--Univ. of Northern Iowa Tourney

Volleyball
Sept. 19--Cougar Invitational at Morris, Minn.

Women's Golf
Sept. 18--Briar Cliff Invitational
Sept. 19--Northwestern Invitational

Cross Country
Sept. 19--Luther Invitational at Decorah, Iowa

MINNESOTA
NORTH STARS
42 North Stars Games
40+NFL Games Including Bears & Vikings
*TWINS PLAYOFFS & WORLD SERIES
THE TALK OF

"REAL SPORTS RADIO"

Saturday services 5:30 p.m.
Sunday 8:00 a.m. & 10:30 a.m.
Adult Education Hour 9:15
Pastor Ronald Dommer

T

riaviv I k...)

St. Martin's Lutheran
328 E. Broadway
Office 452-6928

Pactnr Viir•haal env

A 1230

'COUNSELING AVAILABLE
LC — MS Congregation

5a'a.77nonan
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our Vest Source...
DRAWING
TABLES

MARKERS
PENCILS
PENS
BRUSHES
EASELS

ART
INSTRUCTION
BOOKS

MAT BOARD

PAINTS
OILS
WATERCOLORS
ACRYLICS
GOUACHE
INKS

AND
VIDEOS

BRISTOL BOARD

COLORED ART PAPER

Carson Art and
Engineering
Supply
HOURS: Monday to Friday

4 N.W. 12th Street
Rochester, MN 55901
(50 7) 288-8008

9:00 am to 5:30 pm
Saturdays
9:00 am to 3:00 pm
0

o

